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ABSTRACT
Objective This study aims to systematically review all
published quantitative studies examining the direct
association between social capital and common mental
disorders (CMD). Social capital has potential value for
the promotion and prevention of CMD. The association
between different types of social capital (individual
cognitive and structural, and ecological cognitive and
structural) and CMD must be explored to obtain
conclusive evidence regarding the association, and to
ascertain a direction of causality.
Design 10 electronic databases were searched to ﬁnd
studies examining the association between social capital
and CMD published before July 2014. The effect
estimates and sample sizes for each type of social capital
were separately analysed for cross-sectional and cohort
studies. From 1857 studies retrieved, 39 were selected
for inclusion: 31 cross-sectional and 8 cohort studies. 39
effect estimates were found for individual level cognitive,
31 for individual level structural, 9 for ecological level
cognitive and 11 for ecological level structural social
capital.
Main results This review provides evidence that
individual cognitive social capital is protective against
developing CMD. Ecological cognitive social capital is
also associated with reduced risk of CMD, though the
included studies were cross-sectional. For structural
social capital there was overall no association at either
the individual or ecological levels. Two cross-sectional
studies found that in low-income settings, a mother’s
participation in civic activities is associated with an
increased risk of CMD.
Conclusions There is now sufﬁcient evidence to design
and evaluate individual and ecological cognitive social
capital interventions to promote mental well-being and
prevent CMD.

BACKGROUND
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Common mental disorders (CMDs) comprising
depressive and anxiety disorders cause signiﬁcant
disability globally and can be extremely costly to
the individual, their families and the countries in
which they live.1 Poor mental health is associated
with poverty,2 and can lead to a loss of productivity
and decreased human capital, impeding sustainable
development.3–5 Social capital, which measures the
quality and quantity of social relationships in a
community, may be a protective factor6 which
could both prevent CMD developing and promote
wider economic development.

Deﬁnition of social capital
The nature of social environments has been
hypothesised to explain why some populations
have worse mental health outcomes than others.7

Social capital is a way of conceptualising and measuring the social environment. The deﬁnition of
social capital is controversial,8 but the sixth edition
of the Dictionary of Epidemiology describes social
capital as: “The resources—for example, trust,
norms, and the exercise of sanctions—available to
members of social groups…social capital is conceptualized as a group attribute” and (2) “The
resources—for example, social support, information channels, social credentials—that are embedded within an individuals’ social networks…social
capital is conceptualized as an individual attribute
as well as a property of the collective.”8
The features of social capital can be grouped into
the quantity of social interactions, termed as structural social capital, and the quality of social interactions, termed cognitive social capital.9 Structural
(participatory) social capital refers to relationships,
networks, membership, organisations, associations
and institutions that may link groups or individuals
together. Cognitive ( perceived) social capital refers
to values, norms, attitudes, beliefs, civic responsibility, altruism and reciprocity within a community.9 10
These concepts are distinct from social networks
and networking, social hierarchies, relationships
between family and friends, and other social determinants such as neighbourhood deprivation, which
fall outside the deﬁnition of social capital and are,
therefore, not included in this review.
Social capital states that individuals and groups
may beneﬁt from participation and mutual cooperation within an array of social networks at both the
individual and ecological level.9 11 12 Individual
social capital (ISC) is measured by asking an individual series of questions about their participation
in community groups and activities, and their perception of the quality of these relationships, such as
whether they are reciprocal or based on trust.
Ecological social capital (ESC) is most commonly
measured by asking a representative sample of the
community the ISC questions and then aggregating
these to the community level to produce, for
example, average levels of civic engagement or
trust in a community.9 ESC can also be measured
contextually, such as by voting rates. Table 1 outlines the different ways in which social capital is
measured.

Causal pathway between social capital
and CMD
The aetiology of mental illness is important to consider when looking at how social capital may affect
CMD. The association between social determinants, such as low socioeconomic status, lack of
education, unemployment and exposure to negative
life events is well established.13 The concept of
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the included studies were so diverse. However, all 21 included
studies were cross-sectional, and it is plausible that the ﬁndings
are due to reverse causality whereby people with mental health
problems report lower levels of trust and reciprocity, rather than
the low cognitive social capital causing mental health problems.6
The De Silva et al review included all mental illness, although
most studies looked at CMD. Since 2005, many new studies on
the association between social capital and CMD, including longitudinal studies capable of establishing the causal relationship
between social capital and CMD, have been published, justifying
this updated and more focused review.
This review aims to systematically review all published quantitative cross-sectional and longitudinal studies exploring the association between individual and ecological cognitive and
structural social capital, and CMD.

Table 1 Measures of social capital
Type of social capital
Individual level Cognitive
Social Capital

Ecological level Cognitive
Social Capital
Individual level Structural
Social Capital

Ecological level Structural
Social Capital

Measurement of social capital
(adapted from De Silva12)
▸ Trust: General trust in others, trusting others for
specific tasks, and/or trust in institutions
▸ Social cohesion: Getting along with neighbours,
how well community members know one
another, and/or the degree of awareness and
supportiveness between neighbours
▸ Social support: The perceived support in the
neighbourhood, an example being whether
neighbours are willing to help in theoretical
situations
▸ Sense of community: Feeling at home in
community, neighbourhood attachment, and/or
community integration
▸ Trust: The average level of general trust in the
environment, and/or the average level of trust in
politicians
▸ Group membership: The level of participation in
local or voluntary organisations
▸ Engagement in public affairs: The level of
involvement in local civic action, and/or informal
social control, or the willingness to intervene in
neighbourhood threatening situations
▸ Social support: The extent of the actual support
or help received from neighbours
▸ Community networks: Contact with family and
friends, the informal social ties within
neighbours, and/or the bridging social ties with
others from different social groups
▸ Group membership: The per capita membership
of voluntary organisations, and/or the per capita
number of public spaces
▸ Engagement in public affairs: The voting rates
within the community

METHODS
Search strategy
This review was written in accordance with the PRISMA guidelines.19 The search strategy was designed to retrieve quantitative
studies looking at the association between social capital and
CMD. With the help of an information technologist, a search
strategy was developed to search journals focused on epidemiology, public health, psychiatry and sociology in 10 databases
up to July 2014. As different terms are sometimes used to
describe social capital, we chose a wide range of terms such as
‘social cohesion’, ‘community participation’ and ‘social organisation’ to ensure that all relevant articles would be included.
Owing to the large amount of studies retrieved, only peerreviewed studies were included, and references of articles were
not searched. Only English publications were included for logistic reasons. Online supplementary appendix A speciﬁes the
search terms and databases that were used to retrieve articles.

social capital extends these social determinants to also include
the quantity and quality of social relationships.
Social capital can affect CMD on the individual and ecological level. For individuals, living in a trusting neighbourhood
that alleviates daily stressors and promotes good health behaviours can be protective against CMD.14 15Those with high
social capital have more opportunity for social support, inﬂuence, engagement and access to resources that impact health.16
Low social capital in the individual as well as the community
could cause hostile environments and reduce buffers against
CMD.15 17
ESC affects community productivity,15 social efﬁcacy, political
marginalisation and government performance.9 These factors
inﬂuence social services, infrastructure and investment in human
capital, which in turn inﬂuence the social environment, resources
available to individuals and community buffers. These factors
can contribute to the incidence and prevalence of CMD.9 15
Communities with low tolerance of mental illness may also
exclude affected members, leading to worse health outcomes.9

The association between social capital and CMD
A recent systematic review of 56 studies on social capital and
socioeconomic inequalities in health found that social capital
has a positive effect on health.18 A previous systematic review
published in this journal on social capital and all mental illnesses, conducted in 2005 by De Silva et al,6 found that individual level cognitive social capital (ICSC) was associated with
better mental health, no evidence of an association with individual structural social capital, and inconclusive evidence of an
association between any measure of ESC and mental illness as
2

Study selection
The titles and abstracts of all retrieved articles were assessed by
the ﬁrst author against predetermined inclusion criteria. The
second author was consulted when there was uncertainty.
The criteria were predetermined based on the objectives of the
review, and then iteratively revised by piloting these on a subset
of the search results. Observational quantitative studies (crosssectional and cohort) were included, excluding study designs
without the ability to determine the relationship between social
capital and CMD in an individual (such as ecological or qualitative studies). The separate disorders that comprise CMD were
included (depression, anxiety, PTSD, etc), as were general scales
that measure CMD holistically. Studies that did not use a validated tool to measure CMD were excluded, as were studies on
other mental disorders such as psychosis, drug and alcohol use,
and suicide. There were few studies on these mental disorders,
and limiting the scope to CMD provided for a more homogenous synthesis of the studies. All studies that had appropriate
deﬁnitions of social capital matching the deﬁnition in the
Dictionary of Epidemiology8 and reﬂected in the measures
listed in table 1 were included, whether or not they self-deﬁned
as measuring social capital. Studies deﬁning their population as
adults of both sexes from any setting were included. Studies on
children were excluded, as the social capital deﬁnitions for children are often based on relations with family and peers. The
quality of all studies meeting the inclusion criteria was evaluated
using the Effective Public Health Practice Project (EPHPP)
Quality Assessment Tool for Quantitative Studies,20 and only
studies of strong or moderate quality were included.
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Data extraction
Data from included studies were manually extracted and summarised into tables. This included descriptive data about the
setting, population and sample size, which aspect(s) of social
capital were measured and the tools used to measure it, the validated mental health tool used to measure CMD, the type of
analysis and the effect estimate for the association between each
type of social capital and CMD.
The effect estimates were divided into ICSC, individual level
structural (ISSC), ecological level cognitive (ECSC) and ecological level structural (ESSC) social capital. In order to create
homogenous groups for synthesis, these divisions were made
based on what the authors measured, and reﬂect the deﬁnitions
from table 1 rather than the type of social capital deﬁned by the
authors. Multiple effect estimates were extracted from studies
that measured more than one type of social capital (eg, ICSC
and ISSC).

Data management and synthesis
The studies were too heterogeneous to enable a meta-analysis.
Instead, a subgroup analysis based on the strategy developed by
Ramirez et al21 was used. This comprised of adding up sample
sizes of each study for each of the social capital subgroups (ICSC,
ISSC, ECSC and ESSC) based on the effect that these had on
CMD. The results were divided into whether higher social
capital was signiﬁcantly ( p<0.05) associated with lower CMD (a
negative association labelled−), whether there was no association
(labelled/), or whether higher social capital was signiﬁcantly associated with higher CMD (a positive association labelled+), and
presented separately for cross-sectional and cohort studies. When
multiple models presenting different confounders were included,
the model controlling for the most amount of confounders was
selected. Emphasis is put on the results of the cohort studies, as
only these are capable of determining the direction of causality
between social capital and CMD.

RESULTS
Description of included studies
Figure 1 presents a ﬂow chart of the selection process. In total,
1847 titles and abstracts were retrieved by the database search,
of which 39 studies were included in the review: 31 crosssectional and 8 cohort studies. These 39 studies yielded a total
of 90 effect estimates—39 for ICSC, 31 for ISSC, 9 for ECSC
and 11 for ECSC. The included studies were heavily biased
towards high-income countries with 8 from North America, 7
from Scandinavia, 6 from Australia, 6 from Europe, 4 from East
Asia, 5 from South America, 3 from Africa and 1 from South
East Asia. Only 2 were from lower to middle income countries,
7 were from upper to middle income countries, and the remaining were from higher income countries.
All of the cohort studies measured social capital in adults
without mental illness at baseline, and followed them up to see
whether they developed CMD over time. The shortest
follow-up was 6 months, and the longest was 7 years. Six cohort
studies measured ISC, and two ESC. The results of the cohort
studies are presented in tables 2 and 3, and the cross-sectional
studies in online supplementary appendices B and C. Tables 4
and 5 present the synthesised results for each type of social
capital by study design.

Individual social capital
Thirty-three studies measured ISC, 27 of which were crosssectional studies and 5 cohorts. There is strong evidence that

high ICSC is associated with reduced risk of CMD. Results
from the cohort studies provide good evidence that people with
high ICSC have a lower risk of developing CMD. No study
found that high ICSC was associated with worse CMD outcomes (table 4). Two of three cross-sectional studies found that
high ICSC was associated with low CMD for visible minorities
residing in high-income countries;29–31 2/2 found high ISSC
associated with low CMD.30 32
The results for ISSC were more varied. The results from
cross-sectional studies showed that the largest pooled sample
sizes was from studies that showed no association between ISSC
and CMD, at a ratio of nearly 5 to 1. Interestingly, there were
three effect estimates from two studies that showed ISSC to be
associated with a higher risk of CMD. The studies were from
lower and middle income countries, namely Vietnam,15 32
Ethiopia and Peru.15 The six effect estimates from four cohort
studies were inconclusive, with a roughly equal distribution of a
positive association with CMD and no association.

Ecological social capital
A total of nine studies measured ESC, seven of which were
cross-sectional and two cohorts. The cross-sectional studies provided strong evidence that higher ECSC is associated with lower
risk of CMD (table 5). No cohort studies tested this
relationship.
For ESSC, a similar pattern as for ISSC was observed, with
the vast majority of the sample size showing no association, a
smaller proportion a positive effect, and a minority a negative
association. The negative association was found in Ethiopia, and
showed that more support from individuals at the community
level was associated with increased odds of CMD.15 The two
included cohort studies used a one-dimensional measure of
ESSC—voting rates. After controlling for confounders such as
neighbourhood deprivation, neither study showed a signiﬁcant
effect on CMD.

DISCUSSION
Discussion of results
This review provides strong evidence that ICSC is associated
with CMD in cross-sectional studies, backed up by clear evidence from cohort studies that this relationship is not due to
reverse causality and high cognitive social capital is protective
against developing CMD. This pattern is repeated for ECSC,
though all the included studies were cross-sectional.
The picture for ISSC is more mixed, with overall no association at either the individual or ecological level, but an indication from cross-sectional studies that in some low resource
settings an individual’s participation in civic activities is associated with an increased risk of CMD. This was only true in
lower income countries. The study by Thuy and Berry explored
the association between social capital and CMD in mothers of
children with disabilities,32 while De Silva et al15 looked at
social capital and maternal CMD in poor mothers with infants.
In both cases, the mothers had large family responsibilities, and
the authors hypothesise that participating in a high number of
structural social capital activities, such as community groups,
may have placed an additional burden on already over-stretched
mothers.15
Most studies in this review focused on ISC, reﬂecting the
more standard conceptualisation of social capital as an individual rather than ecological phenomenon, and also the relative
ease with which ISC is measured compared to ESC. Scholars
have suggested that both ISC and ESC be measured,15 33 as the
two are not mutually exclusive.12 34–36 In this review, only three
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Figure 1 Flow chart of study selection (CMD, common mental disorder).
studies simultaneously controlled for both individual and ecological levels of social capital.15 29 37 Controlling for both ISC
and ESC in the same model is important, as high levels of ESC
might be more likely to beneﬁt those who are trusting and
socially active (those who have higher cognitive social capital)
than those who are not.33

and collectivist societies, as collectivist societies emphasise the
interdependence between humans. Different types of social
capital may also have varying importance in different cultures.
Unfortunately the implications of diverse social and cultural settings could not be assessed due to a lack of information in the
published papers, and also the difﬁculty of summarising
complex cultural differences in a systematic review.

Risk of bias within and across studies
Within each study, there were different study designs, participants, eligibility criteria, methods, follow-up periods and analysis techniques. Some studies had special populations, and there
were diverse cultural differences between groups. Social capital
is made up of multiple components, and can be measured differently to be appropriate for different settings. All of these could
lead to clinical, methodological and statistical heterogeneity in
the ﬁndings of the review.
In addition, differences in the way social capital was measured
in the included studies may affect the results of the review. First,
the measurement of ESC was extremely varied across studies,
ranging from one-dimensional ecological measures, such as
voting rates,27 28 to ISC scores aggregated to the community level
severely restricting the comparability of ﬁndings across the ESC
studies.15 Despite these measurement differences, there were no
clear differences in results between the studies that used aggregate
measures versus single ecological measures in this review.
Cultural differences between settings affect the aetiology of
CMD, and also the importance of different aspects of both individual and ESC afforded by different societies. For example, the
effect of social capital on CMD might change in individualist
4

Strengths and Limitations of this review
This review is subject to limitations. First, these results are not
generalisable to lower income countries as 30 of the 39 included
studies were situated in high-income settings and within these,
only 6 were in disadvantaged populations. Seven were from
upper -middle income countries, and just two were situated in
low-income countries. Second, the heterogeneity of the included
studies meant that a meta-analysis to determine the pooled
effect size of the cohorts was not possible. Although studies
were pooled according to the direction of effect and weighted
by sample size, the size of the protective effect of ICSC on
CMD remains unknown. Lastly, there were potential sources of
bias in the methodology of this review, including the possibility
of publication bias as no grey literature was searched, and
non-English language publications were excluded. In addition,
authors were not contacted for information not contained in
the published paper. Only one author reviewed the studies for
inclusion, although the second author was consulted when the
ﬁrst was in doubt.
Despite these limitations, this review included a large number
of studies, all of which were assessed as being of high quality by
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Table 2 Description of individual level cohort studies
Reference

Setting

Population
(years)

Sample
size

Follow-up
time

Borjorquez-Chapela
et al22

Mexico

Seniors (60+)

2661

11 months

Fujiwara and
Kawachi14

USA

Adults (25–74)

724

2 years

Giordano and
Lindstrom23

UK

Adults (16+)

7994

7 years

Krisotakis et al24

Heraklion,
Crete, Greece

Mother and
child

356

1 year

Murayama et al25

Hatoyama,
Saiama, Japan

Seniors (65+)

681

2 years

O’Connor et al26

Australia

Adults (23–24)

991

3–6 years

Mental health
measure (CMD)

Statistical
analysis

Cognitive: groups and network trust/
solidarity; social cohesion and inclusion
Structural: collective action and cooperation;
information and communication;
empowerment and political action

GDS (depression)

Multivariate
logistic regression

Cognitive: political trust; sense of belonging
and mutual aid
Structural: volunteer work; community
participation
Cognitive: interpersonal trust; active social
participation; frequency of talking with
neighbours
Cognitive: SCQ (trust, feelings of safety,
neighbourhood cohesion,
Structural: SCQ (volunteering, community
participation, activeness in community)
Cognitive: perception of neighbourhood
homogeneity; personal networks
Structural: perception of participant’s
network heterogeneity
Structural: trust in authorities/organisations;
community trust; diversity tolerance

CIDI-SF
(depression)

Multivariate
logistic regression

GHQ-12 (CMD)

Social capital

Results

Effect estimates

Cognitive:
(women −);
(men /)
Structural:
(women −);
(men /)
Cognitive: −
Structural: /

Cognitive and Structural
Combined for Women OR: 0.73;
95% CI 0.56 to 0.95 (p<0.01)
Cognitive and Structural
Combined for Men: not significant

Multilevel logistic
regression

Cognitive: −

Cognitive OR: 1.30; 95% CI 1.20
to 1.41 (p=0.001)

EDPS (postpartum
depression)

Multilevel
regression

Cognitive: −
Structural: /

Cognitive b=−3.95; 95% −7.75
to −0.14 (p<0.05)
Structural: not significant

GDS (depression)

Multilevel logistic
regression

Cognitive: −
Structural: −

SMFQ (depression)

Hierarchical

Structural: −

Cognitive OR: 0.58; 95% CI 0.34
to 0.99 (p not reported)
Structural OR: 0.59; 95% CI 0.33
to 1.06 (p value not reported)
Structural b=−0.07; no CI
reported (p<0.05)

Cognitive OR: 0.43; 95% CI 0.20
to 0.93 (p=0.036)
Structural: not significant

Code for results: − high social capital associated with low CMD; / no association; + high social capital associated with high CMD.
CIDI-SF, composite international diagnostic interview- short form; CMD, common mental disorder; EDPS, Edinburgh post-natal depression scale; GDS, geriatric depression scale; GHQ, general health questionnaire; SCQ, social capital questionnaire;
SMFQ, short mood and feelings questionnaire.

Table 3

Description of ecological level cohort studies

Reference

Setting

Population
(years)

Sample
size

Follow-up
time

Lofors and Sundquist27

Sweden

Adults (25–64)

4 500 000

2 years

Sundquist et al28

Sweden

Seniors (65+)

1 517 336

8 years

Mental health
measure (CMD)

Statistical
analysis

Structural: mean voting participation per
neighbourhood unit

ICD-9 and
ICD-10
(depression)

Multivariate
logistic
regression

Structural:−

Structural: number of people in neighbourhood who
voted in local government elections divided by
number of people in neighbourhood who could
vote

ICD-10 (CMD)

Multivariate
logistic
regression

Structural:/

Social capital

Effect
estimates
Structural women OR: 1.52; 95% CI 1.44
to 1.60 (p value not reported); men OR:
1.47 95% CI 1.40 to 1.54 (p value not
reported)
Structural: not significant

Review

Code for results: − high social capital associated with low CMD; / no association; + high social capital associated with high CMD.
CMD, common mental disorder; ICD, International Classification for Diseases.

Results

5

6

Review

Table 4

Summary of effect estimates on the association between ISC and CMD

Cognitive (ICSC)
Cross-sectional
Cohort
Total
Structural (ISSC)
Cross-sectional
Cohort
Total

Total number of
effect estimates

Number of effect estimates where
high social capital is associated
with less CMD (total sample size)

33
6
39

27 (85 371)
5 (12 416)
29 (97 787)

25

11 (5488)

6
31

3 (4333)
14 (9821)

No association between
socialcapital and CMD
(total sample size)

6 (10 157)
1 (2661)
7 (12 818)

Number of effect estimates where
high social capital is associated
more less CMD (total sample size)

Conclusion reached

0 (0)
0 (0)
0 (0)

High ICSC is associated with lower risk of CMD
ICSC protective against CMD

11 (26 390)

3 (3483)

3 (3741)
14 (30 131)

0 (0)
3 (3483)

Overall no association, but high structural social capital may be
associated with increased risk of CMD in low resource settings
Inconclusive

CMD, common mental disorder; ICSC, individual level cognitive social capital; ISC, individual social capital; ISSC, individual level structural social capital.
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Table 5

Summary of effect estimates on the association between ESC and CMD
Number of effect estimates where
high social capital is associated with
less CMD (total sample size)

No association between
social capital and CMD
(total sample size)

Number of effect estimates where
high social capital is associated
more less CMD (total sample size)

9

7 (77 503)

2 (6592)

0 (0)

0
9

0 (0)
7 (77 503)

0 (0)
2 (6592)

0 (0)
0 (0)

9
2
11

2 (39 581)
0 (0)
2 (39 581)

6 (73 943)
2 (6 017 336)
8 (6 091 279)

1 (1652)
0 (0)
1 (1652)

Total number of
effect estimates
Cognitive (ECSC)
Cross-sectional
Cohort
Total
Structural (ESSC)
Cross-sectional
Cohort
Total

CMD, common mental disorder; ESC, ecological social capital; ECSC, ecological level cognitive social capital; ESSC, ecological level structural social capital.

Conclusion reached

High ECSC associated with lower risk of
CMD
No evidence

No association between ESSC and CMD
No association between ESSC and CMD

Review
the EPHPP tool, which displayed a clear pattern of association
between ICSC, ECSC and CMD. This review found that ICSC
is protective against CMD, enabling others to investigate the use
of ICSC for the prevention and promotion of CMD. Another
important ﬁnding is that structural social capital may be more
culturally speciﬁc as it is more dependent on cultural norms of
behaviour, while harnessing cognitive social capital may be universally beneﬁcial for preventing CMD as it relies more on the
perhaps universal human emotions of reciprocity, trust and
sense of belonging.

Recommendations for research
Further research is needed on the association between all types
of social capital and CMD in low and middle income countries.
More cohort studies should be conducted to explore how all
forms of social capital affect the risk of developing CMD. Much
more research is needed on ESC and CMD. Researchers should
also look at current ICSC and ECSC interventions taking place
for economic development or health, and consider how these
could be used to prevent CMD.
Future studies should aim to use standardised and validated
tools to measure social capital. This will allow better comparability between studies, and will increase the reliability and validity of social capital measures. One tool that could be used is
the Adapted Social Capital Tool, more commonly known as the
A-SCAT.38 A shortened version of this tool, the Short Adapted
Social Capital Assessment Tool (SASCAT),39 was used by two
different papers in this review to measure social capital in
Ethiopia, India, Vietnam and Peru,15 40 and appears to be a
comprehensive tool that could be used across low and middle
income settings. A systematic review on measurement tools for
social capital in low and middle income countries41 recommends the A-SCAT, Elgar et al’s42 World Value Survey Social
Capital Scale, and Hurtado et al’s43 six-item tool.

What this study adds
This review shows that individual level cognitive social capital is
protective against common mental disorder, and that ecological
level cognitive social capital is associated with less risk of
common mental disorder. This information is useful for future
interventions aimed at preventing common mental disorder.
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Recommendations for practice and policy
Interventions to improve cognitive ISC and ESC with the aim of
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